We develop a new integrated dynamical model to investigate the effects of the hydrodynamic fluctuations on observables in high-energy nuclear collisions. We implement hydrodynamic fluctuations in a fully 3-D dynamical model consisting of the hydrodynamic initialization models of the Monte-Carlo Kharzeev-Levin-Nardi model, causal dissipative hydrodynamics and the subsequent hadronic cascades. By analyzing the hadron distributions obtained by massive event-by-event simulations with both of hydrodynamic fluctuations and initial-state fluctuations, we discuss the effects of hydrodynamic fluctuations on the flow harmonics, v n and their fluctuations.
Introduction
In high-energy nuclear collisions, initial-state fluctuations are the major origin of event-by-event fluctuations observed in the higher-order azimuthal anisotropies v n of the observed hadrons. Since the hydrodynamic response of the matter converts the initial spatial anisotropies to the final momentum anisotropies, we can extract transport properties of the created matter, such as viscosity and relaxation times, by comparing the initial-state fluctuations and the final observables. However the initial-state fluctuations are not the only source of the event-by-event fluctuations [1] . For example, hydrodynamic fluctuations generate additional flow fluctuations during the hydrodynamic evolution of the matter. Hydrodynamic fluctuations are the thermal fluctuations of the hydrodynamic fields whose power is related to transport coefficients through the fluctuation-dissipation relation (FDR) [2] . To precisely determine the transport properties of the matter, we need to quantify the effects from the hydrodynamic fluctuations on the observables such as the flow coefficients v n . We implement hydrodynamic fluctuations into our dynamical model of high-energy nuclear collisions to study the effects.
Integrated dynamical model with hydrodynamic fluctuations
We use an extended version of an integrated dynamical model [3] consisting of four parts. First, eventby-event initial conditions are generated using the Monte-Carlo Kharzeev-Levin-Nardi (MC-KLN) model [4] . Subsequent hydrodynamic expansion is calculated using newly developed codes of the second-order relativistic fluctuating hydrodynamics, namely viscous hydrodynamics with hydrodynamic fluctuations. Then we sample hadrons on the isothermal hypersurface at the temperature of 155 MeV using the Cooper-Frye formula [5] including the viscous correction of phase-space distribution δ f [6] . Finally we perform hadronic cascades using JAM [7] to obtain hadron spectra.
In our hydrodynamic calculations the time evolution of the created matter is solved in the τ-η s coordinates: (τ, η s , x ⊥ ) where t = τ cosh η s and z = τ sinh η s . An essential part of hydrodynamic equations is the conservation law of the energy-momentum tensor:
where∂ µ is the covariant derivative, and e, P and π µν are the energy density, the equilibrium pressure and the shear stress, respectively. The bulk pressure is not considered here. The Landau frame is adopted for a fluid velocity u µ (u µ u µ = 1), where T µ ν u ν = eu µ . Here the signs of metric tensor g µν are (+, −, −, −). The tensor ∆ µν = g µν − u µ u ν is the projector onto the space of four-vectors transverse to the flow velocity. For the equation of state (EoS), P(e), we adopt s95p-v1.1 [8] which smoothly connects a lattice EoS at high temperature and a hadron gas EoS at low temperature. For the evolution of the shear stress, the following constitutive equation is used:
where
∆ µν ∆ αβ is the projector onto the tensor components which are symmetric, traceless and transverse to the flow velocity. In this study, the shear viscosity coefficient η is fixed to be the KSS bound: η/s = 1/4π [9] . The relaxation time is chosen as τ π = 3/4πT [10, 11] . Hydrodynamic fluctuations appear as the term ξ µν which is the Gaussian white noise with autocorrelations determined by the FDR [12] :
Noise values are numerically generated using Gaussian random numbers. The above autocorrelations are diagonalized by considering proper linear combinations of noise components: ξ (i) (i = 1, . . . , 5), so that correlations among different components are disentangled. Then independent noise components ξ (i) are generated as:
where w i (x) are the normal Gaussian noise fields, and ∆ (i) are coefficients coming from the projector. The Jacobian 1/τ = 1/ √ −g for the τ-η s coordinates comes from a coordinate transform of the delta function.
Here we introduce a coarse-graining scale or a cutoff length scale of the hydrodynamic fluctuations. The hydrodynamic description of physical systems has always a lower-bound scale of the description where the assumption of the local equilibrium becomes invalid. If hydrodynamic fluctuations with arbitrarily small wavelength are considered, the magnitude of fluctuations diverges such that the stress tensor becomes unphysically large and breaks calculations. Therefore we introduce a coarse-graining scale of the hydrodynamic fluctuations by replacing the normal noise fields w i (x) in (4) with smeared ones w i (x):
For this study, we choose smearing scales as σ ⊥ = 1 fm, and σ η = 1.
Results
To quantify the effects of hydrodynamic fluctuations on observables, we perform event-by-event simulations using the integrated dynamical model. For the collision system we consider minimum-bias Au+Au collisions at the collision energy √ s NN = 200 GeV. We consider two types of hydrodynamic calculations:
fluctuating hydrodynamics with the shear viscosity and the corresponding hydrodynamic fluctuations, and conventional viscous hydrodynamics without hydrodynamic fluctuations. The initial-state entropy densities are scaled for each type of hydrodynamics to reproduce experimental charged particle multiplicities [13] .
For each type of hydrodynamics we perform 10 5 events of hydrodynamic simulations. Then one hundred events of hadronic cascades are performed for each hydrodynamic event, i.e., 10 5 × 100 = 10 7 cascades are performed in total for each type of hydrodynamics. In the left panel of Fig. 1 , we see increase of the flow harmonics v n in central collisions 0-5% due to hydrodynamic fluctuations. The amount of increase is larger for higher order of the harmonics, which can be understood by the FDR: The effective size of the fluctuations scales as ξ ∝ 1/
√
V since the delta function in the FDR becomes 1/V through effective coarse graining in the volume V. As a higher order of harmonics corresponds to smaller structures of the created matter, the effects are larger for the higher order.
The right panel of Fig. 1 shows the same results for non-central collisions 20-30%. Unlike the case of the central collisions, the elliptic flows v 2 are almost identical with each other in both cases, which can be explained by a difference of the origin of elliptic flows. In central collisions, the origin of elliptic flows is dominated by fluctuations. In non-central collisions, there is an additional origin from the collision geometry. Small flow fluctuations caused by hydrodynamic fluctuations around the large geometrical elliptic flow do not change the average magnitude of the flows. Nevertheless the distribution of the flows is changed by hydrodynamic fluctuations. This can be confirmed in Fig. 2 in which the event-by-event distribution of v 2 in the non-central collisions is broadened by hydrodynamic fluctuations.
Another effect caused by hydrodynamic fluctuations is the decorrelation of the flow angles at different rapidities which have a strong correlation due to the initial-state fluctuations from nucleon position distributions. The decorrelations can be caused by several mechanisms [15] including hydrodynamic fluctuations. In the right panel of Fig. 2 The vertical axis indicates the probability density of v n . In the right panel, η-dependent factorization ratio r 2 (η a , η b ) proposed in Ref. [14] is shown for non-central collisions. The horizontal axis is η a = ∆η/2. The rapidity range for η b is fixed as 3 < η b < 3.5.
the distribution of the event-by-event v 2 is broadened by the fluctuations. Also, hydrodynamic fluctuations contribute to the decorrelation of the flow angles in the longitudinal direction. The effects of hydrodynamic fluctuations are too large with the current parameter set of the shear viscosity, η/s, and the cutoff scale of hydrodynamic fluctuations, σ η and σ ⊥ , We need to fix the realistic values of those parameters by scanning the parameters in event-by-event calculations. Also there is room to improve the model by taking into account the corrections of various quantities by the cutoff scale of hydrodynamic fluctuations. For example, transport coefficients should be renormalized for each cutoff scale of hydrodynamic fluctuations [16] . The equation of state, the phasespace distribution of hadrons on the switching hypersurface and even the initial entropy density could be subject to change due to renormalization. This work was supported by JSPS KAKENHI Grant Numbers 12J08554 (K.M.) and 25400269 (T.H.).
